A Review of Statistical Methods for Safety Surveillance.
The data-mining statistical methods used for disproportionality analysis of drug-adverse event combinations from large drug safety databases such as the FDA's Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS), consisting of spontaneous reports on adverse events for postmarket drugs, are called passive surveillance methods. However, the statistical signal detection methods for longitudinal data, as the data accrue in time, are called active surveillance methods. A review of the most commonly used passive surveillance statistical methods and the relationships among them is presented with unified notations. These methods are applied to the 2006-2012 FAERS data; the number of drug signals of disproportionate rates (SDRs) detected by each of these methods with the common SDRs from all of these methods, for the adverse event myocardial infarction, are given. Finally, there is a brief discussion on the recently developed active surveillance methods.